
Terms & Conditions  
Jarhn’s Commissions

> The commissioned work is for personal use only. The client may not claim the artwork as their 
own.

> A reference in regard to the commission request is advised and greatly appreciated.

> I have the right to decline a commission.

> Commissions will be sent via email after the final payment has been made if a deposit was 
placed. 

> In terms of the detailed price, I may charge extra due to time consumption and/or level of 
difficulty.

> Payments will be accepted only through PayPal.

> Rush fees will be applied upon deadline.

> A thorough description of your commission request is highly advised.

>-The client is not allowed to remove the watermark/signature on the artist's artworks.

-I have the right to take action, once I find out a breach of terms and conditions has been made. 
> Only commercial work will the watermark/signature will be granted to be lifted with the charge 
of double.  
(e.x. Commission $50 + commercial work $50 = total $100) 
 
CANCELATIONS / REFUNDS: 
>A full refund will be given if the artist cancels the commission.  
>If the client desires to cancel this must be communicated a.s.a.p. 

>If a cancellation commences after updated photo updates of the commission you will be 
charged as it were a sketch piece from the original negotiated price.  

LUCKY DIP : 

‘Lucky Dip’ is an option upon application for commissioning me, the artist, to design a 
random art piece according to the level of pricing listed by your choice. Absolutely no 
photo updates will be given, only the final (random) art piece in a pdf / png file form.  
No refunds will be accepted, only a ‘change of mind’ which is acceptable BEFORE the 
final product is sent via email which will result in a refund or a ‘Credit Note / Voucher’ for 
future use.


Important note:

I, retain the rights to the commissioned artwork/s and by commissioning me, you, are allowing me 
to use and feature the commissioned work/s on my portfolio / website / social media and future 
published art books.

Once you decide to commission me, you are agreeing to the terms and conditions stated above. 
If you, the client, did not read the terms of services, I will not be held responsible for your own 
misconception.


I will not commission for: 
- Furry or any other sexual content 

- Vehicles / Machinery / Mecca 

- Anything considered racist / sexist / offensive 

- Geometric 

- 3D Graphics

- DnD Character sheets / sceneries 


There will be zero tolerance for spam emails / harassment. Any repetitive emails considered to be 
unnecessary or in any way a disturbance will result in blocking.


